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Here you can find the menu of Manhattan Deli in Reno. At the moment, there are 17 menus and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Manhattan Deli:

I ordered the Meat Packing District pizza and it was delicious as always. Tonight I also ordered desert, hot apple
pie w/ vanilla ice cream , very good.The new manager in her mid 40’s w/ blonde hair that works the front (cash
register, seating , and to go orders) is the friendliest and most professional Manhattan employee that I’ve ever

come across in the last 7 years. Two weeks ago I ordered the same pizza (15 mins... read more. As a customer,
you can use the WiFi of the restaurant free of charge. What User doesn't like about Manhattan Deli:

Delicious Deli food in the Atlantis Casino. One does wish then scrumptious restaurant could be reached without
having to plod through the smokey slot machines, but it is worth it. Portions are filling, with the standard deli

comforts: soup, blintzes, and chopped liver. A great added indulgence on either side of a visit to the spa. read
more. If you feel like snacks, you should visit Manhattan Deli because they have enchanting desserts that will

surely satisfy the sweet-tooth in you, Additionally, you save time with the selection of ready-made delicacies,
without affecting the enjoyment. Of course, there's also crisply crunchy pizza, baked straight from the oven

according to traditional recipes.
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Salad�
TOSSED SALAD

Appet�er�
CLAM CHOWDER

Chicke�
ANANAS CHICKEN

Desser�
VANILLA ICE CREAM

Marke� Fres� Sandwiche�
REUBEN

Sweet� & Dessert�
APPLE PIE

FRUIT CUP

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

FRUIT

PASTRAMI

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

ICE CREAM

SOUP

SALAD
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